Lister 2-Cylinder Diesel Engine Kit Instructions
Kit contents:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

1 x cylinder block
1 x flywheel housing
1 x exhaust manifold
1 x fuel tank
1 x exhaust/intake pipes
1 x air intake
1 x chain guard
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Tools required:

4

Modelling file
Super glue (or equivalent)
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6

2
3

If using chain guard:
Sharp knife/small saw
sandpaper
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Notes:
Read through all the instructions before starting.
Trial fitting of all parts is advised before gluing anything together.
All parts in kit are black, parts in the photos are a different colour to aid instruction. Parts can be painted before
or after assembly.

Step 1: Attach the flywheel housing
On the flat side of the cylinder block there is an elongated indent. There
is a corresponding lug on the side of the flywheel housing.
Check the lug fits the indent. Then, with the cylinder block upright, glue
the two together. This should ensure the flywheel housing is also
upright.

Step 2: Attach the exhaust manifold
Lay the engine assembly down on the flywheel housing as
shown in the picture.
The exhaust manifold attaches to the flywheel housing so that the
two protruding knobs are to the top of the engine. The top of the
exhaust manifold should line up with the top of the flywheel housing.

Step 3: Attach the fuel tank
With the engine assembly upright again, turn it so that the
exhaust manifold is on the left.
The fuel tank sits on the small stuck up supports, with the thinner
end of the fuel tank towards the exhaust manifold. The straps on
the fuel tank line up with the supports.
The fuel tank has two small lugs on the bottom which should push
up against the back of the supports on the engine assembly. See
photo on the right.

Step 4: Attach the air intake to pipes
The hole in the air intake should fit over the small
protrusion in the middle of the pipes.
Glue the air intake in place, ensuring it is level.

Step 5: Attach the air intake/exhaust to the
exhaust manifold
Align the pipes up with the two indents in the
exhaust manifold.

Step 6: Chain guard (optional)
If you want the chain guard on the side of your engine, it must be cut to length for the angle you want it at.
The guard should be fairly easy to cut with a sharp modelling knife.
I would advise cutting it slightly too long and then sanding the cut edge flat.
The small hole in the cog of the chain guard fits onto the protrusion below the fuel tank on the engine assembly.

